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Performance Returns
*The Mygale Event Driven UCITS Fund USD Institutional Class returned -0.87% during the
month of November.

Investment Objective & Strategy
An active trading approach to European Focused Event Driven Equity.
The fund follows predominantly merger arbitrage and catalyst driven strategies. We hold 40-60 positions
with a typical net exposure of up to 50% and gross of between 100% and 200%. Our trading approach has
a three tiered methodology designed to capture additional alpha for every position. Trades are structured
with the intention of embedding optionality and favourably skew risk, with sharpened timing and market
feel from our trading background. We frequently question our investment thesis, and conduct
fundamental in-house research with the understanding that company specialists may know more. We are
not wedded to any positions and do not believe we have the ‘information edge.’ Therefore, we
systematically consult the market through deep local broker relationships and industry specialists. We are
constantly looking for trades with fundamental value, and situations with the possibility of counter bids
and bump catalysts and try to avoid the ‘home run’ mentality.

Commentary
November proved a difficult month for the portfolio, driven not by any one name in particular but by
broad based spread widening, particularly so post the news of what we now know to be called Omicron.
Event Driven activity picked up a little during the month with interesting developments and deal
announcements in a number of situations. In the Merger portfolio we saw positive progress in the
contested acquisition of leading Robotic Process Automation (RPA) software company Blue Prism, as well
as our investment in Playtech, which is the subject of an agreed deal to be bought by Australian based
gaming company Aristocrat.
To highlight Blue Prism, a company that has reasonably unique IP, and whose software is used in over
2000 businesses; the majority of which is in the financial services sector. The initial approach came from
Vista, in late August, but just ahead of the scheme meeting in mid-November, SS&C disclosed that they
had made an approach of their own and were considering bidding 1200p per share. Ultimately, in an
effort to ward off SS&C, Vista increased their own bid to 1250p, and made their bid full and final in the
absence of a superior offer. We view SS&C, with a focus on the financial services industry, as a realistic
bidder and one that is able to compete with Vista on price.
In terms of new deals, we initiated a position in fund administration and legal specialist, Intertrust, after
they confirmed entering in to exclusive discussions with CVC for a bid at €18. CVC bought Dutch based
peer TMF Group in 2017 and hence we can see a combination with Intertrust would produce significant
synergies and create the undisputed leader in the Netherlands. The proposed price is low, at only 13x
Ebita, compared to precedents of around 15-16x and hence we view the potential for other players to also
show interest. Latterly, in response to press speculation, Intertrust confirmed having been approached by
multiple parties with bids of up to €22 per share.
Elsewhere, the Relative Value sub-strategy delivered two positive catalysts this month, although both
situations ultimately led to negative performance! After much recent market speculation, Telecom Italia
disclosed that they have received a non-binding and indicative bid from KKR at a price of €0.505, for both
ordinary and risparmio shares. Whilst this is a complicated situation, ultimately there is strong logic here
for the Italian government to support KKR and it is clear this deal has their tacit approval. Vivendi with a
23% stake however, is the potential issue here and is in fact the reason why the risp. / ord. spread
widened post the announcement with the market fearing that Vivendi may look to bid themselves, as a
way of getting greater value for their stake, but just on the ordinary shares, not both classes as per the
KKR deal. We have a long road ahead with this situation and expect a number of twists and turns over the
coming months!
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Ken Li Chung was previously a Vice President at Bank
of America Merrill Lynch in London where, most
recently, he had full responsibility for the European
Event Driven trading franchise. He has over nine years
of investment experience, having joined BAML in 2008
and has also been responsible for a European focused
fundamental equity portfolio as well as index and
portfolio trading. Ken Li graduated with a BA (Hons) in
Economics from the London School of Economics and
Political Science, and is a CFA Charterholder.

Fund Facts
Structure

UCITS Fund

Domicile

Ireland

Liquidity
Fund AUM
Inception
Share Class
Currency

1 January, 2016
Institutional/Institutional Pooled
EUR/USD/CHF/GBP
1.50%

Perf. Fee

20.00%

Min Init. Sub.
ISIN Codes

1,000,000
EUR: IE00BYRPFQ61/IE00BYRPFV15
USD: IE00BYRPFT92/IE00BYRPFY46
CHF: IE00BYRPFS85/IE00BYRPFX39
GBP: IE00BYRPFR78/IE00BYRPFW22

Share Class
Currency

Institutional F/Retail Pooled
EUR/USD/CHF/GBP

Mgt. Fee

1.25%/2.00%

Perf. Fee

15.00%/20.00%

Min Init. Sub.

10,000,000/10,000
EUR: IE00BYRPG302/IE00BYRPFZ52
USD: IE00BYRPG633/IE00BYRPG294
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Y-T-D

CHF: IE00BYRPG526/IE00BYRPG187
GBP: IE00BYRPG419/IE00BYRPG070

2021

-0.47% 0.20% 0.79% 0.58% 0.64% 0.19% 0.35% 1.11% -0.06% 0.02% -0.87%

2.50%

2020

-0.24% -0.24% -3.75% 1.26% -0.34% 0.15% 0.57% 0.75% 0.08% 0.12% 2.31% 1.73%

2.30%

Share Class

4.39%

Currency

2019

0.60% 0.19% 0.34% 0.51% -0.20% 1.43% 0.67% 0.15% 0.16% -0.11% 0.29% 0.28%

2018

0.63% 0.96% -0.23% 0.36% -0.27% 0.63% 0.22% 0.06% 0.90% -0.48% 0.42% 0.20%

2017

0.00% 0.30% 0.47% 0.61% 0.04% 0.22% 0.46% 0.19% 0.26% 0.56% 0.16% 0.74%

2016

Daily
$558 million

Mgt. Fee

ISIN Codes

Monthly Share Class Performance Breakdown
USD Ins.

Neil Tofts has over 20 years’ experience successfully
running event driven portfolios and funds, and 23
years in derivatives. As Managing Director and Head of
Event Driven Investments for Merrill Lynch in London,
he was responsible for a European focused, Global
Event Driven portfolio. From 2007 he was Head of
Global Event Driven Investments at KBC Alternative
Investment Management in London where he
established and ran a 4 person team. Prior to this in
2000, Neil founded the London office of Deephaven
Capital Management. He has also managed Event
Driven investments at Paribas and NatWest Markets.
He graduated with a BA (Hons) in Business Studies
from Oxford Brookes University.

0.97% 0.43% 0.02% 0.67% 0.47% 0.03% 2.83% 0.76% 0.84% -1.56% 0.03% 1.02%

Institutional G/Institutional G Pooled
EUR/USD/CHF/GBP

Mgt. Fee

1.00%

3.43%

Perf. Fee

20.00%

4.06%

Min Init. Sub.

6.65%

The performance figures quoted above for the USD Share Class represents the performance of the Mygale Event Driven UCITS Fund USD
Institutional Share Class since launch. These performance figures refer to the past and past performance is not a reliable guide to future
performance.

ISIN Codes

10,000,000
EUR: IE00BM98V839/IE00BM98VD89
USD: IE00BM98VB65/IE00BM98VG11
CHF: IE00BM98VC72/IE00BM98VH28
GBP: IE00BM98V946/IE00BM98VF04
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Exposure By Strategy1

Portfolio Exposures
Risk Metrics
LONG EXPOSURE1

70.38%

SHORT

EXPOSURE1

-15.89%

GROSS

EXPOSURE1

86.26%

NET

EXPOSURE1, 3

SHARPE RATIO2
SORTINO

Exposure By Market Cap1

12.35%
1.41

RATIO2

1.08

VOLATILITY2

2.76%

NO OF POSITIONS

68

Exposure By Sector1

1. Based on information from the
administrator and as a percentage of the
fund AUM in USD including currency
hedge for share classes.
2. Based on monthly
performance

net

portfolio

3. The net figure excludes cash merger
deals.

Exposure By Geography1

Short

Contact Details

Long

Investor Contact

Management Company

Investment Manager

Waystone Capital Solutions (UK) Ltd

Waystone Fund Management (IE) Ltd
3rd Floor, 76 Baggot Street Lower

Tavira Securities
88 Wood Street

2nd Floor, 20-22 Bedford Row
Holborn, London
T: +44 207 290 9493
investorrelations@waystone.com

Dublin, Ireland

London EC2V 7DA

T: +353 1 533 7020

T: +44 20 3192 1728

investorrelations@waystone.com

cp@mygalefunds.com

Gross

Net

Disclaimer
RISK WARNING: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results, prices of investments and the returns from them may fall as well as rise. Investments in equities are subject to market risk. Changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the
value price or income of the product. The Mygale Event Driven UCITS Fund (the “Fund”) may use higher leverage and financial derivative instruments as part of the investment process. The distribution of this report does not constitute an offer or solicitation and this
notice shall not be construed as an offer of sale in any other fund managed or advised by Tavira Securities or Waystone Fund Management (IE) Ltd (“Waystone”). Any investment in the Fund should be based on the full details contained in the Fund’s Supplement
Prospectus and Key Investor Information Document which together with the MontLake UCITS Platform ICAV Prospectus may be downloaded from the MontLake website (www.montlakeucits.com/funds/mygale-event-driven-ucits-fund). Information given in this
document has been obtained from, or based upon, sources believed by us to be reliable and accurate although neither Waystone nor Tavira Securities accepts liability for the accuracy of the contents. The state of the origin of the fund is the Republic of Ireland. This
document may only be distributed in Switzerland to qualified investors within the meaning of art. 10 para. 3, 3bis and 3ter CISA. The Representative in Switzerland is Waystone Fund Services (Switzerland) SA, Avenue Villamont 17, 1005 Lausanne, Switzerland, whilst
the paying agent is NPB Neue Privat Bank AG, Limmatquai 1/am Bellevue, P.O. Box, CH-8024 Zurich. The basic documents of the fund may be obtained free of charge from the representative. In respect of the units distributed in or from Switzerland, the place of
performance and jurisdiction is at the registered office of the representative. Past performance is no indication of current or future performance. The performance data do not take account of the commissions and costs incurred on the issue and redemption of
units. Waystone does not offer investment advice or make recommendations regarding investments. The Manager of the Fund is Waystone Fund Management (IE) Ltd, a company regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. The Investment Manager for the fund,
Tavira Securities is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. The MontLake UCITS Platform ICAV is registered and regulated as an open-ended Irish collective asset-management vehicle with segregated liability between sub-Funds formed in
Ireland under the Irish Collective Asset management Vehicles Act 2015 and authorised by the Central Bank as a UCITS pursuant to the UCITS Regulations. This notice shall not be construed as an offer of sale in the Fund. The state of the origin of the Fund is the
Republic of Ireland. The performance data do not take account of the commissions and costs incurred on the issue and redemption of units. Authorised and Regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. The Management Company may decide to terminate the
arrangements made for the marketing of the Fund in accordance with Article 93a of Directive 2009/65/EC. To view the Summary of Investor Rights, please visit the following link. This is a marketing communication.

For more information visit www.montlakeucits.com

